Even though this critical requirement was identified in the 2002 NSS, and is widely recognized in subsequent government studies and reports as a significant shortcoming in the department's ability to achieve communication objectives -it remains an unfulfilled task. Unfortunately these systems are only being used in the CENTCOM area of responsibility. Initially, this system was intended to serve domestic audiences; however, it has grown in capability to support our coalition partners with links to their home nations. It has also been used during humanitarian relief operations after earthquakes in Iran and Pakistan, as well as the Multi-national Bright Star exercise in Egypt. This system can and should be employed by all services world-wide to support communication objectives during the full spectrum of military operations, from humanitarian relief efforts to high intensity warfare.
This system is currently operated and maintained primarily with Operation Iraqi Freedom funding which could expire instantly if military supplemental funding dries up and the current contract expires. While key public affairs leaders in DoD, JFCOM and CENTCOM strongly advocate the benefits of this capability, little action is currently underway to resource it and incorporate it into the core capabilities of defense public affairs. In order to expand this capability to support global efforts of the joint public affairs community it must be entered into the capabilities acquisition process to be established and resourced as a program of record.
DVIDS must be resourced with personnel to give the DoD 24/7 capability to operate proactively in the global information environment to counter the messages of extremists and terrorist groups in the world media.
The QDR Strategic Communication Roadmap identifies programmatic and budgetary implications of Strategic Communication initiatives and tasks the Army with maintaining DVIDS
until the next generation program of record is developed. 19 But it doesn't go so far as to specify who will take on responsibility for initiating actions to enter the capability requirement into the acquisition process. This should be assigned to Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) in order to ensure this capability is expanded to support all combatant commands.
In a parallel action to Third Army's DVIDS, Joint Forces Command has initiated efforts to establish a deployable Joint Public Affairs Support Element (JPASE) to provide rapid response communication capability to augment Joint Warfighters in crisis or contingency operations world-wide. 20 The JPASE has a wing that is deployable within 48 hours that can help Joint Force Commanders interface with the media and the public with a DVIDS transmitter tied into the DVIDS distribution hub. This will be a helpful augmentation package to expand capabilities of the combatant commands' regional public affairs staffs, but the Army already has Public Affairs Detachments (PAD) and Mobile Public Affairs Detachments (MPAD) for this very purpose. If properly equipped for interfacing with foreign and U.S. domestic media, and put on a rotational rapid deployment status, the Army public affairs units could easily fulfill this mission.
The joint composition of the JPASE unit gives it a unique advantage of greater breadth of knowledge for dealing with the various services. However, deploying any of these units half way around the world to support a crisis situation would not be timely enough to meet the immediate needs of real time news reporting. It would be better to provide DVIDS systems to all combatant command organic public affairs staffs to establish an immediate response capability in-place in every forward region that can respond within hours rather than days. Then the JPASE or Army public affairs units could expand their operations within two or three days.
Consolidating and synergizing public affairs assets
In to be a window to news previously not available to them. In order to grab their attention it is necessary to develop ways to present news that engages and involves them.
Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said, "Insurgents around the world have learned to use this media-rich environment to further their goals, and to successfully combat them, the U.S. government needs to adapt and use the technology that has proven to be so powerful…"
He goes further to say, "forces deployed to a theater of operation need to be experienced enough to engage the full range of media that the world uses." This will require an elevation in
Internet operations, the establishment of 24-hour press operations centers, and training in other channels of communication," he added.
News groups and listserves are providing the information exchange that people went to the commercial news organizations for in the past. Access to foreign press sites, and alternative press are letting news foragers go beyond the local or national news franchise perspective on the news. The conventional model of a mass medium was a one-way flow of the news from the news organizations to the public audience. Things like weblogs are providing a different way to provide news selection and commentary. Bloggers invite the contributions of their readers, and facilitate conversation between the readers. The discussion generated about the news item is often of the most interest, and provides the best understanding of the news event, rather than the news item itself.
"Citizens are interested in participating and contributing to subjects that traditional news outlets ignore or do not often cover. Clyde Bentley, an associate professor at the Missouri School of Journalism, notes, "The main difference between traditional journalism and citizen journalism is that traditional journalists are sent out to cover things they don't really care about; in other words, the next city council meeting isn't going to make or break their lives. But a citizen journalist is not out to cover something, but to share it. For them, they want to tell everybody about their passion." 21 Independent newspapers, magazines, websites, radio and TV are becoming more widely available and emerging news sources are building their own audiences worldwide. In the contemporary automated information environments people increasingly receive news and information through web sites, electronic mail, web logs (blogosphere), and personal digital assistants (podcast).
Podcasts are an easy way to download available remarks from government officials, daily press briefings and listen to them on a personal media player. Apple computers launched the first capability for consumers to download music, news and other entertainment to iPods for users to take with them on the go. Since the creation of this capability its menu has grown to Recently Google has announced its initiative to enter into this market and therefore create another potential audience for military patrons.
Google Inc. is upping the ante in the online video gold rush, allowing content owners to set their own prices in a bid to create a more flexible alternative to Apple Computer Inc.'s pioneering iTunes store.
Google's planned video expansion, announced Friday at the Consumer Electronics Show, already has lined up commitments to sell thousands of downloads, including recent television broadcasts of popular CBS shows and professional basketball games, as well as vintage episodes from series that went off the air decades ago. A launch date for the expansion has not been released. 22 As technology rapidly emerges, so does the potential for new non-traditional news markets that may dominate conventional systems as the next generation enters the working world and gains interest in the greater world.
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) is another easy way to get the news whenever it is updated even if not logged on to an internet news source. With this system, various governmental organizations provide continually updated headline feeds and deliver them directly to one's desktop news reader. One can install a news reader that displays RSS feeds from personally selected Web sites. Like an email program or a Web browser, the news reader serves as a kind of information portal, and provides a real-time interface to the selected feeds.
Once the RSS reader is set up to access a news source, it continuously checks the source's RSS feeds for the latest headlines. A number of free and commercial news readers are available for download from the internet.
List Serve is another variation of automated news access. One can automatically receive via email full texts of selected government documents and publications that provide key official information.
In order to keep pace with communicating to these emerging audiences it is critical to adapt communication strategies and technologies to participate in these environments. It is also necessary to be able to accelerate responses to adversarial misinformation and disinformation to all potential audiences. Military public affairs programs have made piecemeal jabs into these technologies but have not made a broad effort to aggressively engage in these new areas aside from the plethora of websites for every unit and organization. Central Command public affairs has established a deliberate effort to engage in the blogosphere as an official organization, while some others have responded individually under official titles to correct misinformation in various web log forums. 23 DoD has done some analysis of trends in many of these internet based technologies, but has yet to formally enter into information dissemination by these nontraditional means.
Foreign Audiences
In the blurred transition to phase four of OIF the Organization for Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance (ORHA) was expected to take on the responsibility for communications with the local population. Military public affairs units worked to fill the gaps in various provinces to varying degrees of success, but ORHA did not begin actual communications to the local population for a full two months after arrival in Baghdad. In the meantime, neighboring countries began broadcasting and publishing conflicting information and agendas to fill this void. The military should be expected and equipped to fulfill communications needs for the safety and security of the local population until the security situation enables other systems to be emplaced or restored.
Public affairs plans and capabilities must include preparations and means to provide information to the local populace in foreign areas of operations at the earliest opportunity in warfighting or peacekeeping operations. This will require translators who are already embedded with the public affairs staff prior to initiation of hostilities. It will also require special equipment to set up printing operations, radio transmissions, and television production in the formats and language of the local population.
Translators are in short supply and competing demands for their critical services in intelligence, civil military operations, and other requirements in the battle space quickly absorb all available linguists. It must be recognized that in the global information environment, and battle of ideas, public affairs and information operations must have early allocation of linguist support. This requirement is not just for translation, but for understanding the culture and nuances of the indigenous population as themes and messages are initially developed. It is not sufficient for the linguist to just be able to translate the language for written and broadcast materials. It is critical that the linguist be from the region of operations so they can properly craft and translate messages that will resonate with the target audience without offending or alienating them.
Printing requirements include computers with software and/or keyboards that enable translation into the native language. Ample printing materials must be brought in at the earliest possibility to initiate and sustain printing requirements until services and supplies can be purchased on contract through the local civilian market and normal production can be resumed by new or existing commercial publications.
Similarly, radio and television broadcast capabilities must be planned and ready to implement immediately to inform local populations where to get assistance, encourage them to comply with rule of law, and cooperate with coalition military efforts to restore basic services and return control to civil authority. Part of the challenge for ORHA was moving about the country and setting up communication stations in a tenuous security environment in which ORHA was unable to provide its own security. Secretary Rumsfeld recently said, "Let there be no doubt, the longer it takes to put a strategic communication framework into place, the more we can be certain that the vacuum will be filled by the enemy and by news informers that most assuredly will not paint an accurate picture of what is actually taking place." 24 The current Table of "We are fighting a battle where the survival of our free way of life is at stake and the center of gravity of that struggle is not simply on the battlefield overseas; it's a test of wills, and it will be won or lost with our publics, and with the publics of other nations," Secretary Rumsfeld said. "We'll need to do all we can to attract supporters to our efforts and to correct the lies that are being told, which so damage our country, and which are repeated and repeated and repeated." 25 The urgency of the need for a proactive and responsive communications strategy warrants accelerated DoD actions to synchronize efforts, engage in non-traditional media, and develop creative solutions for improving strategic communications. In combination with making the DVIDS service a DoD-wide capability, there is an immediate opportunity to leverage several Public Affairs resources and change the way military public affairs is structured to gain synergy from combining the various capabilities.
Strategic communications is a critical enabler for the employment of the national elements of power to achieve political objectives. 
